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Features: -- support for creation, processing, and output of
H.264, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, and WMV videos -- support for
capture and playback of videos from video streaming

servers -- support for video format conversions -- support
for real-time video analysis -- support for capture,

processing, analysis, and output of video from DV and VCD
formats -- support for batch video filtering -- support for

audio format conversions -- support for video capture from
camera via two interfaces: through DirectShow and Media
Foundation -- support for video compression -- support for

video compression using 3DVideoEncoder and
3DVideoEncoder2 -- support for output of 3D videos,
including XviD movies -- support for output of H.264,
MPEG-2, MPEG-4, and WMV videos to DVD-compatible

device -- support for output of MP3 files, including CDs See
also: VideoForWindows - Firemonkey Video Components
Guidelines: * VideoLab is a component-based library. If
some functionality is not available, try the component

based on the same technology. * VideoLab provides the
functionality to work with FireMonkey framework. Don't
forget that this library requires Visual Studio and/or the

XE2 Delphi 2010 edition (both the RAD Studio 2009 version
and the Embarcadero RAD Studio 2010 version are not

supported). * Do not use FMX and regular components in
the same project. * The library contains some components

that are used as a base for the main ones. * VideoLab's
components do not work in the FireMonkey application (it's
the same technology, but this does not mean that it can't

be in a regular application). * If you want to add
functionality to the VideoLab components, make sure you
extend the components and add new functionality. * The
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library components contain a sample application:
VideoLab's sample application (which comes with the

library). * By using the MovieBrowser sample application,
you can see how to use all of the available components

and their functionality. * The samples are tested with all of
the components, but not all components are enabled for all

sample applications. If a component is not enabled, you
must switch the sample application to the technology of
the component and only enable the component for that
technology. See also: Video for Windows - Firemonkey

Video Components License: (

VideoLab

------------------- VideoLab Cracked Version is an extensive,
fully-packed library that enables the creation, processing,
analysis, output, and overall management of your video
development projects. The utility contains three editions,
with self-explanatory, purpose-oriented names: the VCL -
Firemonkey version, the Visual C++ version, and the.NET
one. For easing the developers' tasks, VideoLab allows to
choose between each edition's existing technology and to
switch between these options. The supported technologies
include both old and newer programming applications such

as Win32 API (Video For Windows, Video Compression
Manager, Audio Compression Manager, WaveAPI), DirectX
(DirectShow, Direct Media Objects), Intel (Intel MMX, Intel

Performance Primitives), and Free Third-Party Libraries
(FreeFrame and FreeFrameGL, respectively VirtualDub).

Some of the most common application of VideoLab for day-
to-day development tasks are: video capturing, DVD

playback, screen capturing, video transition editing (mix,
merge, split, etc.), video format conversions, batch video

filtering, video content merging. Moreover, it allows
analyzing signals in real-time, while they are being

processed. Also, the library's components enable more
complex tasks the development of playback, video

analysis, or video editing applications and the output,
display, and playback of videos from different video

streaming servers. In conclusion, if you need to process
video and audio content or want to develop utilities that

need to perform complex tasks such as mixing, analyzing,
recording, or capturing video and sound, VideoLab is a

library you should try. VideoLab Features: ------------------ -
Instant Preview - Embed Controls in the Interface - Video

Mode Control: rotation, aspect ratio, chroma subsampling,
video resolution, cropping, and more - Supports various

video codecs: MPEG1, MPEG2, MPEG4, MPEG4 AVC, H.264,
H.264-SP, H.264-Sp - Supports various audio codecs: MP3,
WAV, XMMS, WMA, OGG, AAC, MP4 - Supports streaming

video protocols such as RTSP, RTP/RTSP, RTSP/RTP -
Supports various container formats such as MOV, AVI,

WMV, XVID, FLV, ASF, SWF, MJPG, LAS, PAS, PGM, PGM,
SRW - Supports various container formats such as
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VideoLab is an extensive, fully-packed library that enables
the creation, processing, analysis, output, and overall
management of your video development projects. The
library contains three editions, with self-explanatory,
purpose-oriented names: the VCL - Firemonkey version, the
Visual C++ version, and the.NET one. For easing the
developers' tasks, VideoLab allows to choose between
each edition's existing technology and to switch between
these options. The supported technologies include both old
and newer programming applications such as Win32 API
(Video For Windows, Video Compression Manager, Audio
Compression Manager, WaveAPI), DirectX (DirectShow,
Direct Media Objects), Intel (Intel MMX, Intel Performance
Primitives), and Free Third-Party Libraries (FreeFrame and
FreeFrameGL, respectively VirtualDub). Some of the most
common application of VideoLab for day-to-day
development tasks are: video capturing, DVD playback,
screen capturing, video transition editing (mix, merge,
split, etc.), video format conversions, batch video filtering,
video content merging. Moreover, it allows analyzing
signals in real-time, while they are being processed. Also,
the library's components enable more complex tasks such
as playback, video analysis, or video editing applications
and the output, display, and playback of videos from
different video streaming servers. In conclusion, if you
need to process video and audio content or want to
develop utilities that need to perform complex tasks such
as mixing, analyzing, recording, or capturing video and
sound, VideoLab is a library you should try. Version 6.0 is a
redesigned, total rewrite based on FMX application. Now
supports event processing and such additional features for
video processing as MPEG-2, MPEG-4, VC-1, H264. Support
for video sources and formats-projectors and other video
sources and formats video capture devices, DVD players,
virtual DVD players, YouTube, and VLC. How to Deploy a
Single XE7 Application using PIAF without using
InstallShield and Visual Studio Wi-Interact Team and
SGNsoft are presenting a friendly and simple multi-
platform solution for deployment of applications called PIAF-
PassiveInteractiveApplicationFrame. How to Deploy a
Single XE7 Application using PIAF without using
InstallShield and Visual Studio - Wi-Interact Team Wi-
Interact Team and SGNsoft are presenting a friendly and
simple multi-platform solution for deployment of
applications called PIAF-PassiveInteractive

What's New in the?

VideoLab, or VideoLab Studio, has been designed to help
you execute video development tasks, using all the
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established technologies (while they are still working). If,
for example, you choose to code in both Win32 API and
DirectX, VideoLab will allow you to toggle between the two.
You may easily program in either version of the library to
suit your needs. VideoLab contains a very large collection
of functions, classes, and components, allowing you to
develop your project, no matter how simple or complex it
is. It is composed of a large number of components,
allowing video processing and manipulation, display,
output, and other functions to be processed. In practice,
the library allows you to take over control of image
processing tasks, video encoding, decoding, and other
tasks, such as video format conversions, video data
recovery, frame processing, audio encoding, decoding, and
other tasks. It also allows you to create, design and
execute complex processes in real-time. The full-featured
VideoLab Studio VCL edition allows you to create software
applications that are easy-to-use, fast, and highly reliable,
while the NetVCL edition allows you to create applications
and utilities that are fast, reliable, and easy-to-use. One of
the most important concepts of VideoLab is that of
'libraries'. You will be able to choose any of the libraries
that are already installed on your computer, and even
choose an arbitrary library to link your application and
applications that you develop with VideoLab. You can then
test your application with any of the libraries that you
already have on your computer, or that you can add to
your system. VideoLab's components allow you to manage
various tasks such as video encoding, decoding,
processing, analysis, output, display, and other functions,
while, at the same time, they support all the various
technologies (even the newest) as well as all the
established programming applications. VideoLab is a fully-
packaged library. In other words, it contains all the
components, functions, and utilities that you need to
perform the most complex tasks. To enable the use of both
the latest and older technologies and methods, VideoLab
has been subdivided into several editions, which are
designed to meet a specific need, solving a specific
problem. VideoLab for VCL (VideoLab Studio VCL) edition: A
large collection of the library's components has been
included in this edition, and it fully satisfies all the needs
and tasks of creating an
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System Requirements For VideoLab:

OS: Windows 7 or newer Processor: 2.8 GHz Dual-Core or
faster Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX
560 or AMD Radeon HD 7900 DirectX: Version 9.0 Network:
Broadband Internet connection Storage: 20 GB available
space Sound Card: OpenAL enabled Additional Notes:
Using a keyboard and mouse is highly recommended for
the best experience. Game controllers are not supported.
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